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THE BIKE-TOGRAPHY SHOW
Combining bicycling with photography
➺ THIS FALL, photographer Martha Retallick celebrated the opening

of her Bike-tography show — an exhibit of images from her bicycle tour
through all 50 states in the U.S. — at the Borderlands Brewing Company
in Tucson, Arizona. The event is getting a lot of press. A small news
feature on Martha’s show ended up being viewed more than anything
else on the local news station in all of November! Although Martha’s
solo exhibition ended on November 9, you can still view her portfolio of
images and purchase her gorgeous prints online. If you are interested
in having Martha’s exhibit visit your hometown, the entire collection is
available as a live presentation and also as a physical art show. To check
out some of the photos and contact Martha about bringing
Bike-tography to your town, visit westernskycommunications.com/pdf/
the-biketography-show.pdf.
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BRUCE GORDON
CYCLES

BIKE-N-RIDE

Bicycle Gallery & Boutique

Transportation Authority’s

MICHIGAN BAY Area
(BATA) Bike-n-Ride
program encourages

➺ ON OCTOBER 26, the one and only Bruce

Gordon opened his first proper brick and mortar
storefront. “It has been a long-time dream to
have this, and it is our hope that we can turn
this space into not only a fixture in our local
community, but something unique that people
will want to come from far and wide to see,”
Bruce said. “The shop will not only feature our
bikes, but a gallery of every bike I have built for
myself over the last 39 years. We will be carrying
products that adhere to our personal preference
of things that are both high quality and
manufactured by the same people whose name
is on the product, not outsourced to nameless
mega factories of questionable quality and care.
We also have a full-service shop, and will be able
to help you with any sort of bike projects from
standard tune-ups and wheel building to custom
bike builds and more. All this sharing the space

recreational riders to
pedal 17 miles on the
paved Leelanau Trail
between Traverse City
and Suttons Bay, and
then return on one of two
retrofitted school buses
with a capacity for 11
bicycles and child trailers.
Organizers expected
the service to be

where all of our bikes and products are made!”
If you happen to find yourself in Nothern
California, make sure to stop by Bruce Gordon
Cycles at 409 Petaluma Boulevard South
in Petaluma. For more information, visit
brucegordoncycles.blogspot.com/2013/10/
bruce-gordons-bicycle-gallery-and.html.
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